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Goal

We address the problem of lip-voice synchronisation in videos containing 
human face and voice. Our approach is based on determining if the lips 
motion and the voice in a video are synchronised or not, depending on their 
audio-visual correspondence score. We propose an audio-visual cross-modal 
transformer-based model that outperforms several baseline models in the 
audio-visual synchronisation task on the standard lip-reading speech 
benchmark dataset LRS2. While the existing methods focus mainly on the lip 
synchronisation in speech videos, we also consider the special case of 
singing voice. Singing voice is a more challenging use case for 
synchronisation due to sustained vowel sounds. We also investigate the 
relevance of lip synchronisation models trained on speech datasets in the 
context of singing voice. Finally, we use the visual features extracted by the 
pre-trained visual encoder of the lip synchronisation model in the singing 
voice separation task to outperform a baseline audio-visual model which was 
trained end-to-end.
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● We propose a new audio-visual transformer-based lip-voice 
synchronisation model that detects synchronisation between the lips 
motion and the voice in a given voice video.

● The model produces state-of-the-art results both in speech and singing 
voice.

● Lip sync. in singing voice is harder than speech due to sustained vowels 
and it needs larger context windows.

● The model learns powerful visual features that are useful for singing 
voice separation.
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